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The “GAS CHAIR” Experience 

PRESENTING A “BUSINESS-GOVERNMENT-UNIVERSITY” 
PARTNERSHIP TO PROMOTE “RATIONAL AND 
EFFICIENT” USES FOR GAS (BEYOND GAS-TO-POWER) 
IN EMERGING COUNTRIES. 

 

PROGRAMME COMMITTEE “E”: MARKETING AND 
COMMUNICATION 

  PGCE-1   Additional uses for gas, how do we go beyond gas-
to-power? 

 

How communication initiatives led by a partnership between 
the Local Distribution Company, Comgas, the Local Regulatory 
Agency, Arsesp, and the Institute of Energy and Environment 
of the University of Sao Paulo, IEE-USP helped to promote 
“rational and efficient” uses of natural gas, beyond gas-to-
power, in the State of Sao Paulo, Brazil. 
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The “GAS CHAIR” Experience  -  BACKGROUND 

 Despite recent major changes in the 

global energy scenario, the factors that 

drive natural gas demand and supply still 

point to a future in which natural gas 

plays a growing role in the global energy 

mix. 

 

 Assumptions stated (for example) on 

IEA’s 2011 WEO Special Report “The 

Golden Age of Natural Gas” are still valid 

within the new international energy 

reality. 

 
 

 



The “GAS CHAIR” Experience  -  BACKGROUND 

Our main criticism of IEA’s pro-gas scenarios focus on two 
strong ideas with which we do not share entirely. 

 

These same ideas also frequently appear in several IGU’s 
referential studies. 

 

Idea 1 - The perception that natural gas is a “transition  
source of energy” towards anything else (more 
sustainable); 

 

Idea 2 - The dominant view that the main role for natural 
gas (mainly in emerging countries) is GAS FOR POWER 
GENERATION. 



The “GAS CHAIR” Experience  -  BACKGROUND 

In our research at the University of 
Sao Paulo, we alternatively work 
with the concept of a “Natural Gas 
Civilization”; 

 

The transition process toward any 
renewables-based energy mix shall 
be sufficiently slow and with ample 
energy diversity to allow us 
assuming the natural gas as the 
main vector of a new global energy 
model. 

 

Designing the Natural Gas 
Civilization  
 

 



The “GAS CHAIR” Experience  -  BACKGROUND 

 Developing the Natural Gas Civilization necessarily means to promote 

additional uses for gas and meet the challenges of “how to go beyond gas-

to-power”. 

 

 Particularly in emerging countries (and mostly evident in Brazil) … building 

up the Natural Gas Civilization means to promote the substitution of thermal 

uses of electricity (“electrothermy”) ADOPTING direct uses of natural gas … 

 

 … rather than to produce more power with gas and keep the mix of final 

energy uses untouched. 

 

 YET … among so many other difficulties … GOING BEYOND GAS-TO-

POWER in emerging countries is a challenging MARKETING AND 

COMMUNICATION issue. 
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The “GAS CHAIR” Experience  -  AIMS 

 Presenting the GAS CHAIR;  

 

 A six-years-long communication effort  

developed in the State of Sao Paulo, Brazil.  

 

 Partnership between Comgas, Arsesp and IEE-USP to promote direct, non-

power “rational and efficient” uses of natural gas. 

 

 Multiple actions focused on diversified audiences (professionals, current and 

potential users as well as the youth in local public and private schools). 

 

 Promote the best practices in natural gas uses as well as to reduce the 

cultural barriers that make difficult the penetration and diffusion of direct gas 

uses  in an emerging countries like Brazil. 

 

 

 



The “GAS CHAIR” Experience  -  AIMS 

 The Gas Chair is based on a theoretical literature that 

emphasizes the cultural aspects determining societal final 

energy uses.  

 Seminar work is Leslie A. White's Theory of Cultural 

Evolution (father of cultural anthropology), which focused on 

the major role of technology and therefore of energy uses to 

explain cultural evolution and the emerging of new 

civilizations. 

 

 As stated by Strauss, Rupp and Love (2013), anthropologists 

as well as any other expert investigating or proposing energy 

policies and planning must address ENERGY in at least 

three ways: 

• How people experience and utilize energies of 

various qualities (types),  

• How we rely on energy quantity and continued 

flow),  

• and how we harness both qualities and quantities 

of energy to construct socially meaningful worlds. 



The “GAS CHAIR” Experience  -  AIMS 

 The “Gas Chair” was a unique project derived from a  

broad understanding that “cultural barriers” cause difficulties  

for the development of additional uses of gas, beyond of power 

in the State of Sao Paulo (by far the largest gas market in Brazil  

 

 Comprehensive and systematic action, focused on different audiences and 

with the most adequate language.  

 Long-term-and-integrated “business-government-university” partnership 

working together on essential communication efforts to incite the 

development of a rational and efficient gas market in a country with very low 

cultural tradition in using gas. 

 The experiences promoted by the “Gas Chair” is described as a blueprint for 

the promotion of direct uses of gas, beyond gas-to-power, in emerging 

countries, where “cultural motion” and changes in energy traditions and 

habits are required to favor the adoption of gas by the final consumers. 
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The “GAS CHAIR” Experience  -  METHODS AND RESULTS 

 We present a brief revision of the most outstanding initiatives promoted by 

the Gas Chair from 2006 to 2013. 

 The selected experiences are not presented according to their chronology.  

 We summarize some of the activities pointing to the aimed goals as well as 

the found implementing difficulties.  

 The comprehensive and historical list of activities can be found at the Gas 

Chair website (unfortunately mostly in Portuguese):   

                            catedradogas.iee.usp.br/atividade_ant.asp 

 

 The common challenge in the developed initiatives was to promote the direct 

uses of gas in substitution of thermal uses of electricity … A rich–hydropower 

country like Brazil has developed a long-term tradition of electrothermy (in 

residential, commercial and industrial energy uses). 

 Additional uses of natural gas such as in transportation as well as in 

cogeneration systems were also boosted. 



The “GAS CHAIR” Experience  -  METHODS AND RESULTS 

 THE GAS LIBRARY 

 

 Comgas having formerly hold the only national library 
focused on natural gas, which was demobilized after 
privatization. 

 

 The initial goal was to rebuild a world-class gas-dedicated 
bibliographical hub at USP. Alternatively, preparing, 
donating and distributing to libraries basic “Sets of seminal 
books on natural gas”. Financial resources fell far short to 
enable those initial plans. 

 

 Adopted solutions: 

• Preparing and donating to public libraries from 
Technical Schools “Standards (ABNT) Sets” 
(focused on residential and commercial gas 
installations in Brazil), donating these; 

• Promotion of domestic publications; 

• Digital references of (MSc and PhD thesis). 



The “GAS CHAIR” Experience  -  METHODS AND RESULTS 

 THECNICAL VISITS 

 

 Promoting free  technical visits to outstanding gas users 

such as Shopping Malls and Commercial Buildings holding 

gas-fired cogeneration and/or air-cooling systems.  

 People including potential users, academics and potential 

operators are always keen to see real operational units 

and discuss pros and cons with existing operators and 

users. 

 Technical visits always followed by USP Faculties to 

respond to specific questions. 

 



The “GAS CHAIR” Experience  -  METHODS AND RESULTS 

 DIVERSIFIED TRAINING 

 Promoting free training activities to different 

audiences and with different scopes. 

 Training to NG Sales Promoters – Highlighting gas-

related positive aspects that might be used by Selling 

promoters to seduce final consumers on the best 

practices and highest qualities of natural gas relative 

to other energy sources. lenges. 

 Technical meetings in 

frontier cities in the 

concession area with 

industry delegations 

promoting the pros and 

cons of a Gas Civilization 

in Brazil as well as 

overcoming challenges. 



The “GAS CHAIR” Experience  -  METHODS AND RESULTS 

 THE NATURAL GAS RIDE 

 

 Ludic presentation focused on the youth 
(adolescence) …  

 USP Faculties present the fundamental of the 
natural gas industry and gas-related challenges for 
the future generations. 

 

 Free Lectures brought to Public (peripheral) and 
Private (outstanding) high schools in Sao Paulo. 



The “GAS CHAIR” Experience  -  METHODS AND RESULTS 

 THEMATIC SCIENTIFIC MEETINGS 

 

 Mobilizing high schools to organize Thematic 
Scientific Meeting and Exhibition highlighting energy 
(as a whole) and gas-related issues (in particular). 

 

 Marina’s Prize 



The “GAS CHAIR” Experience  -  METHODS AND RESULTS 

 CONGRESS AND SEMINARS PROMOTION 

 

 Organizing domestic and international 

congresses, seminars and workshops with 

specific gas-related focuses. 

 Academic support for technical lobbying favoring 

the promotion of direct final uses of gas. 

 Comparative analysis and international road 

mapping in leading gas-related topics. 



The “GAS CHAIR” Experience  -  METHODS AND RESULTS 

 NEWSPAPER LIBRARY 

 

 News collection in energy 

and natural gas. 

 In partnership with 

INFOENER. 
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The “GAS CHAIR” Experience  -  SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS 

The “Gas Chair” was a unique project trying to tackle the 
“cultural barriers” that may cause difficulties for the 
development of additional uses of gas in the State of Sao 
Paulo, Brazil. 

 

The project was not renewed in 2014 and 2015  -  Although 
Comgas and ARSESP still prize the Gas Chair as a great 
partnership with the University … new R&D priorities received 
more support instead. 

 

We are unable so far to measure the impacts of all the 
initiatives developed over 6 years in promoting the expansion of 
gas markets as well as the effectiveness of the Gas Chair in 
implementing the “gas civilization” in the State of Sao Paulo, 
Brazil.  



The “GAS CHAIR” Experience  -  SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS 

YET …  

 

 In 2014 –Natural gas received much less attention, was much 

less spoken and had much less power to mobilize segments of 

society to discuss specific issues as the Gas Chair used to do. 

 

Brazil and the state of Sao Paulo are still far away from 

consolidating a true Gas Civilization and “cultural barriers” still 

need to be dismantled. 

 

As a road mapping for other emerging countries, the Brazilian 

Gas Chair experience is a real Case Study of diversified 

initiatives to build up or expand the Gas Civilization. 


